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Beurling’s theorem in spectral analysis of bounded functions  the real ine is 
generalized to a class of locally compact motion groups and to Heisenberg g oups. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Wiener’s Tauberian classical theorem in spectral analysis of bounded 
functions  R states that unless f~ L,(lR) is zero almost everywhere, th  
w*-closed ubspace g nerated by the translates off contains a function eflX 
for some 3, E I?. In [l] Beurling proved much more about asmaller class of
functions. Hi  theorem states, sentially, that if is uniformly continuous, 
then the function euxbelongs tothe w*-closure of some norm-bounded s tof 
linear combinations of translates of f [6]. This result was generalized to 
locally compact Abelian groups ]2] and to a class ofsemi-direct products of 
locally compact Abelian groups [9]. 
In this paper we generalized Beurling’s theorem tosemi-direct products of 
compact groups with u-compact Abelian groups and to Heisenberg g oups. 
In particular, our esult provides a direct proof to the fact hat Wiener’s 
Tauberian theorem holds for all locally compact motion groups and 
Heisenberg g oups [3,7]. That is, every proper closed two-sided ideal in 
L,(G) is annihilated by anirreducible unitary epresentation of G, lifted to 
L,(G). 
We obtain some results concerning primary ideals inthe group algebras of 
such groups. 
Spectral analysis in motion groups is considered in Section 2. Beurling’s 
theorem for Heisenberg g oups is easily verified n Section 3. 
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2. MOTION GROUPS 
Let G = N XI K denote he semi-direct product ofthe groups N and K and 
let k -+ rk be the homomorphism which carries K onto a group of 
automorphisms of N.The group G= N >a K, where K is a compact group 
and N is a locally compact Abelian group, is called a locally compact 
motion group. Let @ denote he character group of N and for fE L,(N) let 
Sp(f) denote the spectrum ofJ For x E i%’ let yX= (x o tk: kE K) and 
KX = (k E K: x o rk =x}. Let r denote he set of all matricial coefficients of 
the irreducible unitary epresentations of K. For a group Z-Z let eH denote he 
identity element ofH and 1, the constant function 1 on H. Let f @ g, 
f E L,(N), gE L,(K), denote the function i L,(N YJ K) defined by
f c3 0, k) = f(n) g(k)- 
Finally, we call a locally compact sate a-compact if it can be represented 
as a union of countably many compact sets. One may show that if N is u- 
compact, hen fl possesses a countable asis at e,+. 
For the proof of our main result weneed 
LEMMA 1. Let gi E L,(N), i = 1, 2,..., r, where N is a locally compact 
Abelian group. Suppose that wE Sp( g,J for some k, 1 < k < r. Then there 
exists a net q,, z E A, in L,(N) such that 
gi*PrzaiW (i = 1, 2,..., r) (1) T 
where CT=, ) ail > 0. Moreover, if N is o-compact there xists a sequence 
((D,} inL,(N) such that (1) holds. 
Proof: The first part of the lemma will be verified by induction on r, 
where the case r= 1 is provided byWiener’s theorem. For 1 Q p < 00 let 
L,(N, C”) denote he Lebesgue space of functions defined on N taking values 
in C’. Let f~ L,(N, Cc’), where df), = g,, n= 1, 2,..., r (here, df), denotes 
the nth coordinate off) and suppose that IC/ E Sp( gr). Let V, denote he w*- 
closed subspace ofL,(N,C’) spanned by {f* o:v, EL,(N)}. We may 
assume that here exists h EL,(N, Cr) such that 
+ g, * (h), = 0 
“Tl 
and 
Otherwise, thesubspace Vrcontains a function f * such that (f*),, = 0for 
n = 1, 2,..., r - 1and (f*),. = IJI, implying that here exists a net o, E L,(N), 
where f* rp, -,“* f * as required. To this end, let pE L,(N, C’ - ‘), where 
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(p), = (f), for n= 1, 2,..., r - 1. By the induction hypothesis there exists a 
net cp,* E L,(N) such that 
g,,*cp+b,II/ forn = 1, 2,..., r - 1, 7 (3) 
where C;:i, ] b, 1 > 0. 
Let x, E L,(N), where x, = rpT *(h),. Then, by (2) and (3), we obtain 
g,*x,qa,v T 
for n = 1, 2,..., r- 1, where a,= b,(fi), (y), CL;\ la,, > 0. For n = r we 
have by (2) and (3) 
[ 
r-l 
g, * x, = g, * (I?), * ul,* = - -i- g, * @I, 
“51 I 
* VT* 
Hence. we obtain 
r-1 
gr * XT s --v r c b,(fi), (WI 
n=l 
and the result follows. 
Suppose now that N is u-compact. We pursue the method suggested by 
Koosis in [6]. Let IJ E Sp( g,). There xists a equence {v)~} inL,(N) such 
that 
SuPP(&+ I) = SUPP @k 9 f&(y) # 0 (k = 1,L.J 
and fXL S~PP($%) = {w]. 
Let fn,k = g, * v)~, n= 1, 2,..., r and k = 1, 2,.... Obviously, f,,k # 0, 
k = 1, 2,...  There xists aninteger j, 1< j ,< r, and a subsequence k, -+co 
such that 
my lK,k,llL, = II.&,L,. 
If gk, is multiplied by anappropriate function, it will follow that 
IMk,llL, = 1 and fJ.,cr(O) > 1 - l/k,. 
Let x E L,(N) such that f= 1 on Supp 4,. We see that fi,k, * x =fj,k, for 
I= 1, 2,..., which, with the previous equality, implies that he sequence 
LfilJE 1 is uniformly equicontinuous. Thereis therefore, by Ascoli’s 
theorem, a subsequence A+,,, offj,k, which converges uniformly on compacta 
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to some continuous f nction h, # 0. By the w*-compactness of the unit ball 
in L,(N), there exists a ubsequence of m,, which will be denoted again by 
m,, such that 
for n= 1, 2,..., T  
One may easily show that Sp(h,) E {w} and it follows, a  (u/) is a set of 
spectral synthesis, that h, = a,,~, a,, E C for n = 1, 2,..., r, where aj # 0, 
which completes heproof of the Lemma. 
Our main result is he following: 
THEOREM 2. Let G = N x K be a locally compact motion group. Then 
for every fE L,(G), f # 0, the w*-closed subspace g nerated bythe two- 
sided translates of f contains either a function as 1, @ m, m E T, or, a 
function as x @ C;=, a,mi,j, where Cr=, Jail > 0, x E A and mt,j E P. 
Moreover, if N is o-compact and f is uniformly continuous, then, either 
1, @ m, or ;y @ xi=1 aimi,j is in the w*-closure of some norm bounded set 
of linear combinations f two-sided translates of J 
Proof: Let V denote he w*-closure subspace g nerated by the two-sided 
translates of the function f E L,(G), ff 0. The subspace V contains all 
functions g such that 
wheren,,n,ENand k,,k,EK. 
Let k, = eK and n, = eN. By the Peter-Weyl theorem, there exists a matrix 
coefficient m,o,,o ofan irreducible unitary representation a of K, such that he 
function f, defined as
fib k) =J fh kk,) M,,j,(k,) d  
K 
= i gi O mi,jo(n9 k) 
I=1 
is non-zero and belongs toV, where 
&(n> = ( f Cc k’) ml,&‘) dk’, i = 1, 2,..., r, 
JK 
and r is then rank of 7~. 
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If all g, (i = 1, 2,..., r) happen to be constant functions, thenVcontains all
the functions 1,@ m,,j, i,j = 1,2 ,..., T  Suppose that g, # C and let 
w E SP(&), wE R v/f efi. By(4), Vcontains ail functions h such that 
where cp EZ,,(N). It follows, therefore, by Lemma 1, that f, E V, fi # 0, 
where 
If f is uniformly continuous and N is u-compact then the functions 
g, (i = 1, 2,..., r) are uniformly continuous n N, implying, by Lemma 1, that 
X 0 CL 1 aimi,jo belongs tosome norm-bounded s tof linear combinations 
of two-sided translates off,as required. 
COROLLARY 3. Wiener’s Tauberian theorem holds for all locally 
compact motion groups. That is, every proper closed two-sided ideal in L,(G) 
is annihilated by an irreducible unitary representation of G, lifted toL,(G) 
[31* 
ProoJ By Theorem 2, every w*-closed two-sided invariant subspace V of 
L,(G) contains either a function as 1, @ m, m E r, or a function as x@ p, 
where xE N and p = C’= a m , I I i+/, p # 0. Obviously, 1, @ m,,i, m ,i E r, is 
positive-definite. Suppos  that x@ p E V. Then, by (4), the function p E V, 
where 
However, wehave (p(g) = (qp, p), where Ux is the unitary representation of 
G on L,(K) defined by
(V)(s) =x(r,(n)) FW , 
where g= (n, k) and FE L,(K). Thus, V contains positive-definite functions 
and clearly then it also contains pure positive-definite functions which, by 
duality, completes heproof. 
We recall that atwo-sided (right-sided) closed i eal issaid to be primary 
(right-primary) if it iscontained in precisely onetwo-sided (right-sided) 
maximal closed i eal. 
For a special class of motion groups we may introduce thfollowing: 
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THEOREM 4. Let G = N >a K be a locally compact motion group such 
thatK,=(e,}forallxE~,x#e~. Then: 
(i) For f E L,(G), f # 0, the w*-closed subspace g nerated bythe 
two-sided translates off contains either a function as1, @ m, m E T, or a 
function asx0 l,, ZEN. 
Moreover, if f is uniformly continuous and N is o-compact, hen either 
1, @ m, or x @ 1, is in the w*-closure of some norm-bounded set of linear 
combinations f two-sided translates of J 
(ii) The two-sided invariant, w*-closed subspaces generated bythe 
functions 1,@ m and x 0 1, are irreducible. 
(iii) The primary ideals inL,(G) are maximal tf and only if the orbits 
yx, xE I?, are sets of spectral synthesis. 
Proof Let V denote the w*-closed ubspace g nerated by he two-sided 
translates of fE L,(G), f # 0. Suppose that x0 p E V, where xE fl, 
x+f+., and p E L,(K), p# 0. By (4), V contains all functions h such that 
hh k) =x(n) xWn')) p(k), where n’ E N. 
Let cp EL,(N) such that qX-’ 0 rk) =p(k). Hence, the function h, defined 
as 
h,h k) =x(4 p(k) IN 010 r,)(n’) p(n’) dn’ 
=xOIpl*(4k) 
belongs toV. It follows, by (4), that h, E V, where 
h,(n,k)=j h,(n,kk’)dk’=CxO l,, c # 0, 
K 
which, byTheorem 2, implies (i). 
Obviously, thetwo-sided invariant, w*-closed subspace g nerated by 
1, @ m, m E r, is irreducible. Let W denote the two-sided invariant, w*- 
closed subspace g nerated by x@ l,, where xE fl, x# eA. Suppose that 
A @ 1, E W, ,4 E fi. If A 6? y,, then the function q @ 1, E L,(G), where 
4(Y )= lOI and &A) # 0 annihilates he subspace W, while 
J”, f, (h;i) @ l,(n, k)dn dk # 0, a contradiction. 
Similarly, we may show that W contains no functions as 1, @ m, m E T, 
which implies the irreducibility of W, and (ii) follows. 
Suppose that y,,, x,, Efi, is not a set of spectral synthesis andlet 
u E L,(N), where Sp(u) 5 yx, and u does not admit spectral synthesis. Let 
W, denote the two-sided invariant, w*-closed ubspace ofL,(G) generated 
by u 0 1, and let Q be the irreducible subspace g nerated by x0 0 1,. 
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Obviously, W, # Q and Q is the only irreducible subspace ontained in 
W,. Consequently, by duality, here exists a non-maximal primary ideal in
L,(G). 
Suppose now that he orbits y,, xE j?, are sets of spectral synthesis. For 
fE L,(G), f# 0, let V denote he two-sided invariant, w*-closed ubspace 
generated by f and let P be the irreducible subspace generated by v0 @ I,, 
tc/,, E fi, w,, # e6. Suppose that P is the only irreducible subspace ontained 
in V. 
For each m,o,jo E r, let f, and gi (i = 1,2,..., r) be the functions defined by 
(5) and (6). Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 2, we deduce that, either 
gi = 0, or Sp gi E yl, (i = 1,2,..., r)  One may verify that IJY @ m E P for 
v E Ys(l and m E r. It follows, therefore, that g @ m E P for every 
g E L,(N), where Sp( g) E yr, and m E r. Thus, f, E P for each mi,,jo E r, 
implying that V= P. The case where P is the irreducible subspace generated 
by 1, @ m, m E r, follows, by duality, from the fact that every primary ideal 
in L,(K) is maximal. This completes heproof. 
Remark 5. Let M(2) = R2 x n, where n denotes the circle group. Then 
by Theorem 4 and [5] every primary ideal in L,(M(2)) is maximal. 
However, as proved in [ 111, every right maximal closed ideal contains 
properly right-primary deals. 
Remark 6. In principle, sp ctral analysis for locally compact motion 
groups follows from the Abelian case (Lemma l), where the compact 
component inthe semi-direct product may be easily removed by taking 
suitable averages (5). However, the situation s completely different in 
Schwart’s problem of the characterization of nvariant subspaces of
continuous f nctions, since [4] the analogue ofLemma 1 is false for N = R*. 
Hence, the rotations by the compact component play an important role in 
the generalization of Schwartz’s theorem toM(2) [lo]. 
3. HEISENBERG GROUPS 
The Heisenberg g oup H, is the group of elements (x, y, z), x, y E R” and 
z E R, with multiplication defined by 
where ( , ) is the usual inner product on R”. For h E L,(IR2”) and 
gE L,(R) let h 0 g denote the function i L.&Y,) defined by 
h 0 g(x, Y, z> = qx, Y) g(z). 
The generalization of Beurling’s theorem to H, is described in the 
following : 
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THEOREM 7. Let f be a non-zero, bounded, uniformly conrinuous 
function H,,. Then, there xist x E I??“’ and v/ E R, such that he function 
x 0 w belongs lo the w*-closure ofsome norm-bounded set of linear 
combinations f two-sided translates off: The two-sided invariant, w*-closed 
subspace g nerated bythe function x @ w is irreducible. 
Proof. Let M denote he w*-closed ubspace g nerated by the two-sided 
translates of J: The subspace M contains all functions g such that 
g(x, Y,z> = f (x + a, Y+ P, z + t + (x9 r) + (Y, J)), 
wherea,p,r,JER”andrElR.Lety=6=0. 
Then, applying Beurling’s theorem for R2” x R, we deduce the first part of 
the theorem. Let V denote the two-sided invariant, w*-closed subspace 
generated by the function h =x 0 v/, x E E?‘” and 1(1 E R. If IC/ = eip then his 
a character of H,. Otherwise, we have 
v = {s @ ly: sE L,(lW)] (7) 
and one can easily verify that V is irreducible. 
Remark 8. From the realizations of theunitary representations of H, on
L,(lR”), itfollows, by (7), that V contains positive-definite functions. Thus, 
our result implies, by duality, hat Wiener’s theorem holds for H, [7]. 
COROLLARY 9. Every primary ideal in L,(H,) is maximal. 
Proof Let M denote the two-sided invariant, w*-closed subspace 
generated by fE L,(H,), f# 0, and suppose that A4 contains precisely one 
irreducible subspace P. Let P be the one-dimensional subspace g nerated by 
xoOeO, xoE f? . *”It follows, by the fact hat {x0 @ en} is a set of spectral 
synthesis in #?2nt’, hat P = M. If P is the irreducible subspace generated by 
XoOWo,XoE~*“~ v&R w0 # elR then Spdf) c (x @ wO: xE I?‘“}, where f
is considered as a function on R2”+ ‘. By [8], the set 
(X@lj/o:XER2”}dP+l isa set of spectral synthesis, implying, by (7), 
that f E P, and the result follows. 
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